The differential synthetic aperture radar interferometry technique of permanent scatterers (PS-DINSAR) is an important method in the phase analysis of synthetic aperture radar data. Selection of common master image in PS-DINSAR widely influences the data processing results. Most of existing selection methods of common master image are based the statistical characteristics on the baseline of the interferogram and thus cannot ensure best selected results. A method based on fixed weights of observed values in the surveying adjustment was used in this study to extract an optimum image. The temporal baselines, effective spatial baselines, and Doppler centroid frequency difference of image pairs were incorporated in this technique. The sum of normalized weights model was utilized based on integrated correlation coefficient algorithm and minimum sum of three baseline algorithm to obtain optimal common master image. Then, the procedure of selecting common master images based on the idea of maximum sum of normalized weights was introduced and used to test the selection of common master image by using 19 images of ERS-1/2. Result shows that, in comparison with data generated separately by integrated correlation coefficient algorithm and minimum sum of three baseline algorithm, the outcome produced by maximum sum of normalized weights model in this study exhibits considerably better statistical property in temporal baselines, effective spatial baselines, and Doppler centroid frequency difference of image pairs. Moreover, the interferograms show that the maximum, average, and standard deviation values are less than those of others in temporal baselines, effective spatial baselines, and Doppler centroid frequency difference. Therefore, the selected common master is robust and stable. This study provides an effective method for the optimization of common master image and presents certain guiding significance for selecting common master image.
Introduction
As the number of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors increases, the application range of SAR data expands, thereby arousing various SAR data processing methods. The differential synthetic aperture radar interferometry technique of permanent scatterers (PS-DINSAR) was first developed in 2000 by Ferretti [1, 2] to overcome the effects of temporal and spatial decorrelation in traditional DINSAR technologies and obtain information of a long time series surface deformation. The idea has attracted attention since its introduction. PS-DINSAR can obtain high coherent points by natural and artificial objects with surface scattering properties and observe surface deformation with properties of high precision and large scale in a long time [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
A single common master image is utilized in PS-DINSAR to generate interferograms. Ferretti selected a common master image by using temporal baselines as reference because this technique can decrease temporal decorrelation. Hopper [13] used the method of shortest temporal baselines and suggested the use of the most middle scene in the image time series as common master image. Kampes [14] continued to study the selection of common master image. However, the complexity in interferograms brings difficulty for existing methods in selecting the optimal common master image [13, 15, 16] .
In this study, an idea based on fixed weights of observed values in the surveying adjustment was used to obtain the optimal common master image and thus obtain interferogram sequence of superior quality.
State of the art
Selection of common master image is an important step in the PS-DINSAR technology. The selected methods and the evaluation index of the selected results are researched by different scholars. The selection of the common master image under constraint condition with temporal baselines was first used by Ferretti [2] . This way is simple and ignores the consequences of other factors. Hopper [13] adopted the technique of shortest temporal baselines and proposed the use of the most middle scene in the image time series as common master image. Temporal and effective spatial baselines were considered by Kampes [14] to improve the selection of common master image and increase accuracy. However, the possibilities of other factors were ignored. Further relevant research based on this method has been JOURNAL OF conducted [17] . Zebker [18] investigated the reasons and influencing factors of InSAR measurement and gained the main causes (i.e., temporal baseline, effective spatial baseline, Doppler centroid frequency difference, and thermal noise), which should be considered in the selection of images. Thus, temporal and effective spatial baselines were used as the selection methods of common master image by Zhang et al. [19] . The influences of the Doppler centroid frequency difference and terrestrial vegetation change at different times in common master image were also analyzed. Chen et al. [20] used composite coefficient of correlation to select common master image. Temporal baseline, effective spatial baseline, and Doppler centroid frequency difference were simultaneously considered in this model. The selection of common master image was determined by the maximum correlation coefficient, which can be used to decide on the optimum images. The minimum sum of baselines was used by Tao et al. [15] to improve optimization efficiency. Nevertheless, the analysis of baseline in the algorithm was extremely simple because the rights of the individual effects of baseline weight were ignored. Wang et al. [21] adopted the method of equal influence to measure the impact of various factors. This technique is stable when data quality is satisfactory; however, it is unsuitable to individual data of poor quality. Luo [22] and Pan et al. [23] used image clustering and orthogonal characteristics to select common master image from the mathematical perspective. Liu [24] mapped all the elements into three-dimensional space and selected the common master image through the location of the space centroid. The two approaches can determine common master image with definite physical properties. However, the process is complex, and the unique features of the interferograms are ignored. Long [25] utilized a priori information of external global position system (GPS) data to select the common master image; however, GPS data are not always available.
In view of the combined effects of various factors, the idea based on observed value fixed weight in surveying adjustment is used in this study to obtain suitable combination for determining the common master image. An improved selection method of common master image by giving the weight to each group is used to select the optimized of combination baseline. The experimental data prove that the algorithm is highly efficient.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. The basic concepts of surveying error and weight are described in Section 3. The procedure of selecting the common master image by using the maximum sum of weight algorithm is also provided. An application example of the maximum sum of weight is introduced in Section 4. The statistical characteristics of the common master image selected by this technique are also analyzed. The conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Methodology

Root mean square error (RMSE) and weight
In the surveying adjustment theory, RMSE is an absolute numerical characteristic of accuracy. Definite RMSE occurs when certain observing conditions are relative with error distributions. Given the characteristics of the interferogram results, the interferogram combination is evaluated using the RMSE.
For comparing the accuracy between various observations, the precision of observed values is determined by a proportional relationship between RMSEs. The digital signature that represents the proportional relationship of each observation variance is called weight, that is, a relative numerical characteristic to represent accuracy. Weight plays an important role in the surveying adjustment calculation.
For a group of equal-precision observation:
where P is the weight of an observed value, 2 0 σ is the square of RMSE in unit weight, and 2 σ i is the square of the RMSE of an observed value. For such accuracy of the n independent observations ( , , 1 X X n K ), the formula of the error in the observations is expressed as follows:
where i m is the RMSE of the observed value, and X is the mean of the observed value ( , , 1 X X n K ).
By weighting the observations of each group, the quality of the interferogram sequences can be clearly evaluated.
Maximum sum of weight algorithm and calculation process
The temporal baseline, effective spatial baseline, and Doppler centroid frequency difference are regarded as independent equal-precision observation groups. The weight of each image combination is solved. The sum of weights is added with the independent value of three weights and is used as the basis of the selection of the common master image. This method is the maximum sum of weights. N interferometricpairs are consisted comprise n images, which include a pair composed by the image and itself. When the ith image is selected as the common master image, the sum of weights is determined as follows: 1) The sequence of observations is composed by the common master image with ith image, and the RMSE of temporal baseline, effective space baseline, and Doppler centroid frequency difference are separately calculated as follows:
where Ti m is the RMSE of temporal baseline, i T is the temporal baseline, T is the mean of the temporal baseline, and n is the number of image pairs;
where Bi m is the RMSE of effective spatial baseline, i B is the effective spatial baseline, B is the mean of the effective spatial baseline, and n is the number of image pairs;
( )
where 
where Bi P is the weight of 
Result analysis and discussion
A total of 19 single look complex images (SLCs) from European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1/2) SAR sensor were acquired as examples (data from Tao [15] ) to study the maximum sum of weights and the results of the selection method. : HZ)  image 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  1  0  -40  -13  -12  -64  6  59  -5  282 91  250 17  25  -23  63  -44  -15  313 157  2  40  0  27  28  -23  47  99  35  323 131 290 57  65  17  103 4  26  354 198  3  13  -27  0  1  -50  20  72  8  296 104 263 30  38  -10  76  -31  -1  327 171  4  12  -28  -1  0  -52  18  71  7  294 103 262 29  37  -11  75  -32  -3  325 169  5  64  23  50  52  0  70  122 59  346 155 313 81  89  41  127 20  49  377 221  6  -6  -47  -20  -18  -70  0  52  -12  276 84  241 10  19  -29  57  -50  -21  307 Following the model of comprehensive correlation coefficients by Chen [13, 20] , the coefficients are assigned with 1 in the current study to select exponential values without significantly affecting the result [15] . The result with maximum sum of weights, minimum sum of three baselines, and integrated correlation coefficient are shown in the following diagram. Fig. 2 . Result with maximum sum of weights, minimum sum of three baselines, and integrated correlation coefficient As shown in Figure 2 , the selection result computed by the maximum sum of the weights model is considerably better than that by the integrated correlation coefficient model. Datasets 10, 9, and 13 are the top three images calculated by the former model.
To illustrate the situation of the three components of the maximum sum of weights model, the three components are listed separately in Figure 3 .
Fig. 3. Relationship among three components of maximum sum of weights
The weight of each component of maximum sum of weights is shown in Figure 3 . Clearly, the line chart of temporal baseline exerts a significant effect, especially the points near the middle place. The characteristics of the weights of effective spatial baseline combination and Doppler centroid frequency difference combination are not evident.
The calculated results of the integrated correlation coefficient in the top three combinations of serial numbers are groups 12, 6, and 10. The results of the minimum sum of the baseline model in the top three combinations of serial numbers are combinations 12, 10, and 13 [13] , and those of the maximum sum of the weights model in the top three combinations of serial numbers are combinations 10, 9, and 13. The selection by these models is shown in Table 4 . minimum sum of baselines model 12 10 13 Maximum sum of weights model 10 9 13
Groups 10 and 12 are for optimum selection. For comparison, temporal baseline combination, effective spatial combination, and differential Doppler centroid combination in groups 10 and 12 are analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Comparison results of combinations 10 and 12 show that in the effective spatial baseline (Figure 4a ), dataset 10 is better than dataset 12 in maximum and stability values. No obvious distinctions are found between datasets 10 and 12 in the temporal baseline ( Figure 4b ). Group 10 performs considerably better in maximum value compared with group 12. Furthermore, the maximum value of 10 is obviously less than that of 12 in the combination of Doppler centroid difference. The values of Doppler centroid model in images from 1 to 8 are a little large.
The quantitative analysis of the statistical information in combinations 10 and 12 is listed in Table 5 . Only the value of Doppler centroid frequency differences in combination 10 is larger than that in combination 12, and the rest is considerably better. This result can be attributed to the fact that combination 10 is more optimized than combination 12. Therefore, group 10 can be prioritized in the selection of the common master image. The second and third options in the integrated correlation coefficient model are combinations 6 and 10, respectively. A reasonable combination is selected by comparing the temporal baseline combination, effective spatial baseline combination, and Doppler centroid difference combination in groups 6 and 10. The results are shown in Figure 5 .
Comparison of datasets 6 and 10 shows that (Figure 5a ) combination 10 is superior in the effective spatial baseline because its maximum and stability values are better than those of combination 6. The maximum and average values of 10 are also better than those of 6 in the temporal baseline combination (Figure 5b ). In the Doppler centroid difference combination (Figure 5c ), the maximum value of 10 is relatively stable and is significantly less than that of combination 6. For the quantitative analysis, statistical information of the two combinations is listed in Table 6 . The values of combination 10 are better than those of combination 6. Therefore, dataset 10 is a good choice for selecting the common master image. To determine the characteristics in the maximum sum of weights model, the first and second alternatives in datasets 10 and 9 are compared. The illustrations are shown in Figure  6 .
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 6 . Comparison among effective spatial baselines, temporal baselines, and Doppler centroid frequency differences of 9 and 10 SAR images Comparison of combinations 9 and 10 shows that in the temporal baseline combination (Figure 6a ) and effective spatial baseline combination (Figure 6b ), combinations 9 and 10 are nearly the same. Only the instability and volatility of combination 9 are found for the Doppler centroid frequency difference (Figure 6c ). Therefore, combination 10 is more reasonable than combination 9. Statistical data of combinations 9 and 10 are listed in Table 7 . Clearly, most statistical data of combination 10 are better than those of combination 9.
Conclusion
In PS-DINSAR technology, appropriate selection of common master image can improve the quality of the interferograms. An idea based on fixed weights of observed values in the surveying adjustment was used in this study to select the common master image. The temporal baseline combination, effective spatial baseline combination, and Doppler centroid frequency difference combination were regarded separately as equal-precision observations. The RMSE and weight of observations were calculated. The best interferogram series could then be selected by the maximum sum of weights. The following conclusions could be drawn.
(1) The proposed method based on fixed weights of observed values in the surveying adjustment is suitable for selecting the common master image. Using the maximum sum of weights to select the common master image is more stable than using other methods. The results are also superior in the aspect of statistical theorem.
(2) The temporal baseline, effective spatial baseline, and Doppler centroid frequency difference are regarded as observed values in individual groups. The weights of each observed group are calculated, and the influence of each factor on the ultimate interferogram result is considered.
(3) Three main factors, namely, temporal baseline, effective spatial baseline, and Doppler centroid frequency difference, are considered in the model. The methods are simple in calculation and convenient for batch processing of image data.
In view of the imaging feature of data, the proposed method can be used for optimal selection of the common master image. However, datasets from various remote sensing platforms present different characteristics. Thus, further research is needed to ensure the application of the technique on datasets from various platforms.
